Welcome to the COVESA Projects Wiki

Blog Posts


• Blog: COVESA Forms Data Expert Group Refining Technical Focus created by Paul Boyes Wiki Front Page Oct 03, 2022

• Blog: Reminiscing and Release of VSS Version 3.0 created by Paul Boyes Wiki Front Page Aug 26, 2022

• Blog: COVESA Roundtable created by Brandy Goolsby Wiki Front Page Aug 08, 2022

Get Involved:

• Weekly Meeting Schedule All Meetings
• COVESA Communication Channels and Calendars
• COVESA GitHub repository
• Wiki Account Request (Account is required to edit/collaborate on wiki)

Projects:

Data Expert Group

• Vehicle Signal Specification
• Vehicle Service Catalog

Electric Vehicle Charging Expert Group

• Electric Vehicle Charging Event Data Aggregation Project

Birds of a Feather Projects

• Digital Auto
• Electric Vehicle Optimization - Increase Travel

Trends and Topics Driving COVESA Work:

Connected Vehicles

• Connect Vehicle Architectures
• Vehicle Data Models
• Vehicle Interfaces/API
• Connected Vehicle Security
• Cloud Computing
  • Cloud First Development
• Connected Vehicle Experiences
• Connected Services
• Edge Computing

Software Defined Vehicle
Electrification

Mobility

**COVESA Scope:**

Our focus is connected vehicle systems including in-vehicle, at-edge and in-cloud services, interfaces and data exchange. This is an extension of the collaborative work launched with W3C called Common Vehicle Interface Initiative (CVII) and opens the alliance to a promising future in the growing mobility ecosystem.

---

**GENIVI is now COVESA (Connected Vehicle Systems Alliance)**

We ask for your patience while we transfer content from the GENIVI Wiki into this new COVESA Wiki. In the meantime, continue enjoying the GENIVI content and stay tuned for a refreshed WIKI!

For more information on engaging in COVESA, please contact help@covesa.global or visit www.covesa.global